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The electron-hole recombination kinetics of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) are
known to be sensitive to the relative energies of triplet and charge-transfer (CT) states.
Yet, the role of exciton spin in systems having CT states above 1.7 eV – like those in
near-ultraviolet-harvesting OPVs – have largely not been investigated. Here, we report
aggregation-induced room-temperature intersystem crossing (ISC) to facilitate exciton
harvesting in OPVs having CT states as high as 2.3 eV and open-circuit voltages
exceeding 1.6 V. Triplet excimers from energy-band splitting result in ultrafast CT and
charge separation with non-radiative energy losses of < 250 meV, suggesting that a 0.1
eV driving force is sufficient for charge separation, with entropic gain via CT state
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delocalization being the main driver for exciton dissociation and generation of free
charges. This finding can inform engineering of next-generation active materials and
films for near-ultraviolet OPVs with open-circuit voltages exceeding 2 V. Contrary to
general belief, this work reveals that exclusive and efficient ISC need not require heavyatom-containing active materials. Molecular aggregation through thin-film processing
provides an alternative route to accessing 100% triplet states on photoexcitation.
1. Introduction
Molecular semiconductors are exciting candidates for use in optoelectronic devices
due to their chemical versatility via derivatization. Additionally, the thin-film structure that
organic semiconductors adopt represents a second degree of freedom for tuning the
resulting macroscopic properties and photophysical processes critical to device
functions.[1,2] For instance, the behavior of triplet exciton states – populated via intersystem
crossing (ISC) – depends on molecular structure and intermolecular interactions.[3,4]
Because triplet exciton lifetimes and characteristic diffusion lengths can extend orders of
magnitude beyond those of their singlet counterparts, efficient ISC can enhance exciton
harvesting in organic optoelectronic devices.[5] Conversely, triplet states in organic
photovoltaic (OPV) active layers can trap excitons and limit photovoltaic performance if
these states are lower in energy than the corresponding charge transfer (CT) states of the
donor-acceptor pair.[6–8] Thus, the formation of low-lying triplet states, whether monomeric
or excimeric in nature, should be mitigated to reduce subsequent exciton recombination.
Understanding the conditions that enable effective harvesting of carriers from triplet states
has thus been the focus of intense investigation.[5,9]
The OPV literature suggests that minimizing energy losses in the intermediate steps
between photoexcitation and the formation of CT states – in particular losses via the
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formation of low-lying triplet states – can minimize device voltage loss, and result in
improved open-circuit voltage (VOC) and solar cell efficiency.[10–15] Here, we highlight an
example of organic solar cells exhibiting VOC[16] in excess of 1.6 V and low energy loss on
exciton harvesting despite free carrier generation exclusively from triplet states populated
through aggregation-induced ISC.
Organic solar cells comprising contorted hexabenzocoronene (cHBC) derivatives
are interesting candidates for selectively harvesting near-ultraviolet (near-UV) light[16] and
enabling monolithic power production in applications that prioritize visible and nearinfrared transmission, such as solar-powered electrochromic windows. The current record
for VOC in OPV solar cells is 1.63 V.[16] These cells comprise electron donor and acceptor
films having optical bandgaps of 2.3 and 2.7 eV, respectively, yet near-UV photons have
energy on the order of 3 eV. There is thus room to engineer wider bandgap active materials
to further improve near-UV light harvesting, with solar cells that exhibit substantially
higher VOC as a consequence. The VOC of an OPV device is determined and limited by the
CT state energy band of the donor-acceptor constituent pair.[6] When engineering near-UV
solar cells, avoiding trap states that are lower in energy than the CT states can often be
more challenging with wide bandgap donor-acceptor pairs that form significantly higher
CT state energies than those of conventional low-bandgap absorbers.[10,17,18] To avoid
unwanted losses during charge transfer, ISC must either be avoided entirely, or triplet states
must be engineered to occupy much higher energies than would be required in
corresponding low-bandgap active materials.
Contorted tetrabenzofuranyldibenzocoronene (cTBFDBC, or “TBF”) was
previously used as an electron donor in organic solar cells comprising C 70 or C60 as the
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electron acceptor, with open-circuit voltages (VOC) of 0.81–0.82 V and fill factors between
60–70%.[19] More recently, pairing TBF with chlorinated contorted hexabenzocoronene
(cHBC) derivatives, such as 8Cl-cHBC (“8Cl”) or 12Cl-cHBC (“12Cl”), resulted in
organic solar cells with VOCs of 1.63 and 1.46 V, respectively, and fill factors of 58–60%.[16]
The higher VOC in the 8Cl and 12Cl solar cells relative to that of C60 correlates linearly with
the rise in the electron potential energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energy level of the electron acceptor (LUMOA).[16,19] The smallest LUMODLUMOA energy offset of the solar cells investigated in this series is 0.5 eV. Inspired by
reports that energy offsets ≤ 0.3 eV are sufficient to dissociate excitons in solar cells
comprising a variety of materials pairs,[15] this paper explores TBF-based solar cells having
yet smaller LUMOD-LUMOA energy offsets and elucidates the optoelectronic structureproperty relationships integral to the performance of such high-VOC organic solar cells.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Optoelectronic characterization of solar cells
To expand upon the series of acceptors explored previously, we synthesized and
characterized 4Cl-cHBC (“4Cl”), a cHBC derivative with 4 chlorine peripheral atoms
(chemical structure and characterization shown in Figures S1-S4). The electronic structure
of 4Cl thin films, extracted from ultraviolet photoelectron (UPS) and inverse photoelectron
(IPES) spectroscopy measurements, are provided in Figure S5. The frontier orbital energy
levels of 4Cl are shown in Figure 1a, along with those of TBF, 8Cl, 12Cl, and C60 for
reference.[16,19] Compared to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of 8Cl, the
4Cl LUMO is raised towards the vacuum level by 0.2 eV, resulting in a reduce LUMO DLUMOA energy offset of 0.3 eV when paired with TBF, in the vacuum level alignment
model. Figures 1b and S6 show the absorption profile of 4Cl along with those of 8Cl, 12Cl,
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TBF and C60.[16,19] Thin films of 4Cl exhibit a maximum absorption coefficient of 210,000
cm-1 at 389 nm, with its peak absorption is between the absorption maximum of cHBC
(211,000 cm-1 at 386 nm) and of 8Cl (207,000 cm-1 at 403 nm). This observation is
consistent with previously observed trends in the optoelectronic properties of cHBC
derivatives on systematic halogenation.[20]
Planar-heterojunction solar cells comprising TBF/4Cl active layers were optimized
and tested under 1-sun AM1.5G illumination and compared against other TBF-based solar
cells. The J-V characteristics of these solar cells are shown in Figure 2a, with device
metrics tabulated in Table S1. Figure 2b shows the relationships between the LUMO
energy level of the electron acceptors and the VOC and fill factor of the solar cells
comprising them. The difference in the VOC of TBF/12Cl and TBF/8Cl cells relative to
TBF/C60 cells is 90 and 107% of the increases in the acceptor LUMO energy level when
C60 is replaced with 12Cl and 8Cl, respectively.[16] While the LUMO energy level of 4Cl
is 0.2 eV higher than that of 8Cl, this increase only resulted in a 50% (0.1 V) increase in
the VOC of TBF/4Cl cells relative to that of TBF/8Cl solar cells. That the VOC increase when
8Cl is replaced with 4Cl in TBF-based devices is only half that expected based on the
increase in the LUMO energy offsets suggests additional loss mechanisms at play when
4Cl is used as the acceptor instead of C60, 12Cl or 8Cl. While the fill factor of TBF-based
solar cells is invariant (approximately 60%) when 8Cl, 12Cl or C60 is used as the acceptor,
the fill factor of TBF/4Cl solar cells is consistently and substantially lower at 22%. This
observation further indicates that TBF/4Cl solar cells suffer from severe recombination
during operation.
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The external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra shown in Figure 2c reveal the
photocurrent contributions of the donor and acceptor constituents in each solar cell.
Comparing the EQE spectra with the absorption spectrum of the appropriate donor and
acceptor constituent in Figure 1b reveals that photocurrent generation from TBF absorption
is substantial in TBF/8Cl, TBF/12Cl and TBF/C60 solar cells,[16] but not in TBF/4Cl solar
cells. The EQE spectra of TBF/8Cl and TBF/12Cl solar cells show local maxima of 20 and
22% at 508 and 512 nm, respectively.[16] In contrast, TBF/4Cl solar cells exhibit quantum
efficiencies of 6–7% over the range 388–422 nm and < 0.3% over the range 498–502 nm
– consistent with the absorption spectrum of 4Cl (Figure S6) and not TBF. Given the lack
of substantive photocurrent generation from TBF absorption, the measured photocurrent in
TBF/4Cl solar cells can be attributed exclusively to hole transfer from acceptor to donor,
driven by the 0.8 eV HOMOD-HOMOA energy offset.
Our device characterization suggests that the 0.3 eV LUMOD-LUMOA energy
offset in TBF/4Cl solar cells is insufficient to drive exciton dissociation and electron
transfer from TBF to 4Cl. We surmise that excitons originating in TBF must either be
strongly-bound singlet excitons, or triplet states that are substantially lower in energy than
TBF/4Cl charge transfer (CT) states, such that 0.3 eV is insufficient to drive exciton
dissociation and hole transfer.
2.2. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS)
To understand the origin of free-carrier generation in TBF-based solar cells, we
used ultrafast optical pump-probe spectroscopy to investigate the photophysics of the
TBF/12Cl heterojunction by selectively exciting TBF at 510 nm using a femtosecond laser
pulse. The TBF/12Cl heterojunction was chosen for study over that of TBF/8Cl due to the
larger photocurrent of the former, which should lead to more easily observed excited-state
6

interactions. Following photoexcitation, we monitored the interactions between the
generated intermediates and a femtosecond-scale continuum probe pulse in the range of
430-650 nm. The obtained transient absorption spectra (ΔA) are a convolution of depleted
(“bleached”) and photoinduced absorption (PIA) signals with negative and positive
amplitude, respectively. By comparing the spectra of a neat TBF film with those of
TBF/12Cl, we can infer the excited-state interactions and charge-carrier generation
mechanisms at the TBF/12Cl interface that are responsible for OPV performance.
Selective excitation of a neat TBF film at 510 nm in air (“O2”) yields transient
spectra that are in themselves rich in spectral features on a femtosecond time scale (Figure
3a, top). Immediately after excitation, negative bands appear at 450, 479 and 511 nm. These
bands coincide with the steady-state absorption of TBF (Figure 1b) and are therefore
assigned to the ground-state bleach (GSB) of TBF. The negative band at 552 nm agrees
well with the steady-state emission maximum of TBF and can be attributed to its stimulated
emission (Figure 4a). Due to its small Stokes shift and overlap with the GSB, the
stimulated-emission band at 517 nm is not directly visible. Beyond these signature features,
we observe a broad and featureless band that is positive in amplitude and spans the entire
wavelength range at early delays, which we attribute to PIA of TBF.
The GSB decay of TBF is characterized by a blue shift of approximately 4 nm (154
cm-1) and the disappearance of stimulated emission. Following GSB decay, a new band
with maxima around 522, 570 and 615 nm (see yellow curve, 10 ps) emerges, and persists
throughout the experimental window of 5 ns. These characteristics are also observed when
the experiment is carried out on TBF in N2 (Figure 3a, bottom). Repeating the same
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experiment on TBF/12Cl in air (Figure 3b, top) yields qualitatively similar time-resolved
spectra.
The transient absorption spectra collected on TBF/12Cl in N2 (Figure 3b, bottom),
however, is qualitatively distinct. Relative to the TAS spectra of TBF neat films in air or
N2, or TBF/12Cl neat films in air, the PIA observed in the TAS spectra of TBF/12Cl in N2
at early times (< 1 ps) is more intense at wavelengths > 600 nm and becomes negative at
wavelengths < 450 nm with a minimum at 435 nm (indicated by arrow; see also Figure S7).
The 435-nm band overlaps the steady-state absorption of 12Cl and is assigned to the
depopulation of its ground-state. Not observed in the TBF/12Cl spectra taken in air, this
band is oxygen-sensitive; it reaches its maximum intensity at a time delay of 100 ps and
persists throughout the experimental observation window. Because the band appears with
selective excitation of TBF, the depopulation of 12Cl is related to an excited-state
interaction with TBF at the TBF/12Cl interface. As a control experiment, we excited neat
12Cl at 435 nm to confirm that the GSB of 12Cl peaks at 435 nm and PIA > 600 nm (Figure
S8). Excitation of neat 12Cl at 510 nm does not yield a ΔA signal. In a second control
experiment, we found that all discussed spectral features can also be observed after nonselective excitation of TBF/12Cl films at 435 nm.
To deconvolute the broad, featureless contributions of PIA from those of the GSB
of 12Cl at 435 nm, Figures 3c-d compare the TAS spectra of TBF and TBF/12Cl films in
air and nitrogen. Figure 3c shows the temporal evolution of the GSB of TBF at 510 nm,
and the PIA of TBF to occur simultaneously in air and nitrogen, with the signal at 435 and
630 nm remaining positive throughout the experimental window. Figure 3d tracks the
temporal evolution of the GSB of 12Cl at 435 nm, of TBF at 510 nm, and the PIA of TBF
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at 630 nm. As seen in Figure 3d (top), the TAS of TBF/12Cl in air mirrors that of TBF in
Figure 3c, indicating negligible contribution from the GSB of 12Cl. Unique to TBF/12Cl
in N2, which we show in the bottom of Figure 3d, we observe a rise in the PIA at 630 nm
over tens of ps that is concurrent with the appearance of a negative signal at 435 nm
associated with the GSB of 12Cl. This initial rise in PIA is attributed to excited-state
interactions in TBF/12Cl that are quenched in air. The oxygen sensitivity[21] of such
interactions suggests that we are accessing the triplet states of TBF upon photoexcitation
that subsequently populate the charge-transfer states at the TBF/12Cl interface. The lack
of PIA in Figure 3d (top) reveals that TBF triplets states are quenched by oxygen on a
picosecond timescale. The onset of oxygen quenching is thus determined by ISC and need
not be at the timescale of triplet emission.[22]
2.3. Steady-State Emission
That photoexcitation of a TBF/12Cl thin-film heterojunction results in carriers
through the triplet states of TBF is surprising because the molecule lacks heavy atoms.
Nagarajan et al. reported that twisting – or molecular nonplanarity – can induce ISC in
heavy-atom-free aromatics.[23-24] Interestingly, here we observe TBF to be an efficient
fluorophore in solution at ambient conditions – indicating minimal, if any, monomeric
intersystem crossing.[19] But TAS literature has shown that intermolecular interactions that
result upon solidification can alter singlet and triplet energy levels and ISC kinetics.[2,25–27]
To assess, we turn to the grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) pattern of asdeposited TBF films, which shows a broad amorphous halo centered about q = 0.5 Å-1,
indicating weak sub-nanometer nearest-neighbor correlations.[19,28] These nearest-neighbor
interactions could indicate local TBF aggregation, which would result in low-order triplet
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excimers when TBF neat films are photoexcited. In the absence of such aggregates (e.g.,
in solution), we only access the singlet states of TBF.
The photophysics of aggregated complexes in organic thin films is substantially
different compared to those of isolated molecules. Known as excimers, such encounters of
two or more molecules during an excited-state interaction have been reported in
investigations of charge-[29–31] and energy transfer[32] and in covalently-bound dimers in
solution[33–35] or crystals.[36] Excimer formation can manifest spectroscopic changes upon
ground-state absorption if intermolecular electronic interactions are sufficiently
strong.[33,35] Here, the absorption spectrum of TBF neat films is only slightly broader and
modestly red-shifted compared to its solution counterpart (Figure S9). More common, the
presence of excimer states is indicated by differences in its deactivation character, as
evidenced by a broader and red-shifted emission relative to its monomeric emission.[29,37]
This feature is seen with TBF; whereas its solution emission (Figure S10) comprises four
distinct emission maxima between 500 – 650 nm, the emission of a TBF neat film (Figure
4a) is significantly broader and red-shifted, with measurable emission at wavelengths >
700 nm.
Strikingly, the emission of a TBF neat film is completely quenched when the
experiment is conducted in air (Figure 4a), suggesting that TBF excimers are triplets. To
assess the impact of aggregation on triplet formation and decay in TBF, we prepared a
series of films with varying extents of aggregation by blending TBF with polystyrene
(PS);[21] the emission spectrum of each such film are shown in Figures 4b – d. We adjusted
the extent of TBF aggregation in these films by varying the TBF:PS ratio and by annealing
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the drop-cast films either above or below the glass-transition (Tg) temperature of PS to
enhance or suppress aggregate formation, respectively.
The emission spectrum of a 2 wt.% TBF-in-PS film that was heated above the Tg
of PS shows fluorescence between 500 – 600 nm that is insensitive to the presence of
oxygen, as well as emission > 600 nm that is only present in the absence of oxygen (Figure
4b). In comparison, the emission spectra of the 2 wt.% TBF-in-PS sample that was not
heated (Figure 4c) shows blue-shifted fluorescence bands and weaker oxygen-sensitive red
emission. At an order of magnitude lower concentration in PS, the emission spectra of the
0.2 wt% TBF-in-PS film (Figure 4d) acquired in air and in N2 resemble those of TBF in
solution (Figure S10), with maxima around 506 and 541 nm, and no emission above 600
nm.[19] Collectively, our experiments suggest the monomeric emission of TBF to be
insensitive to the presence of oxygen. Increasing TBF concentration induces aggregation,
which in turn results in increasingly broader and oxygen-sensitive emission that is
consistent with triplet excimer formation. The emission spectra of Figure 4 is further
consistent with the TAS spectra in Figure 3. We thus conclude that ISC dominates exciton
formation and decay in TBF neat films. Further, this ISC is facilitated by aggregationinduced excimer formation, with negligible contributions from individual molecules.
Table 1 shows the photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) of TBF and PS in
solution,[19] with the 0.2 wt% TBF-in-PS film (Figure 4d) exhibiting the highest
fluorescence yield. The PLQY and fluorescence QY (oxygen-independent component of
PLQY) decrease with increasing extents of TBF aggregation, with the PLQY of neat TBF
films approaching zero in the presence of oxygen. We thus infer that increasing TBF
aggregation thus increases triplet-based radiative decay along with non-radiative decay.
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Because non-radiative decay is an important photovoltaic loss mechanism, increasing the
photoluminescence yield of TBF triplet states is a topic of on-going research.
2.4. Time-Resolved Photoluminescence
To understand the excited-state kinetics of TBF in films, we turned to timecorrelated single photon counting (TCSPC). After photoexcitation of neat TBF and TBFin-PS films, we measured wavelength-specific emission decays on the nanosecond timescale in both N2 and in air (Figure 4 e-f).
The emission decays of neat TBF in N2 at 520 and 550 nm, shown in Figure 4e, are
comparable; we observe an immediate decay to the noise floor of the instrument
(instrument response function, IRF). For instance, the emission decay at 520 nm is best
described by a biexponential function with time constants of < 0.2 and 1.4 ns, tabulated in
Table S2, with the former limited by IRF, and contributing to 99% of the decay. The
emission decay at 580 nm, however, is best described by a multi-exponential decay, with
time constants < 0.2 (57%), 0.5 (17%), 2.2 (16%) dominating, indicating the involvement
of multiple temporally-distinct decay pathways at this wavelength. Quantification of the
emission decay at yet longer wavelengths (600 and 630 nm) on a nanosecond timescale
requires non-physical exponentials with time constants of infinity representing > 99.5% of
the relative amplitude; we therefore surmise that radiative decay at these wavelengths is
solely from triplet states.
To probe the kinetics of radiative decay from the triplet states of TBF (Figure 4e,
inset), we decreased the laser repetition rate from 2 MHz (pulses arrive every 500 ns) to
the instrument limit of 50 kHz (pulses arrive every 20 µs). However, characterization of
emission decay at these longer wavelengths remains challenging because we observe
significant contributions from long-lived species with lifetimes > 20 µs, suggesting the
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emission of triplet states at wavelengths ≥ 565 nm. When measured in air (Figure S11),
TBF neat films do not exhibit this long-lived emission, further bolstering our assertion that
they originate from triplet states.
Thermal annealing the 2 wt.% TBF-in-PS film above the Tg of PS should further
induce TBF aggregation; the emission kinetics of one such film is shown in Figure 4f.
Unlike the emission decay of TBF neat films, the time constants for emission decay of this
film are comparable across wavelengths and independent of the atmosphere in which the
film was measured (Table S3). Distinct from the characteristics of the TBF neat film, the
ultrafast emission decay at short wavelengths plays a small role in its photodynamics.
When the laser repetition rate was decreased to 50 kHz so triplet emission at 630 nm can
be more easily detected (Figure 4f, inset), we observe the emission intensity at this
wavelength to be an order-of-magnitude higher than that of the TBF neat film, suggesting
that lower-order aggregates (relative to those in TBF neat films) enhance radiative triplet
decay.
The nanosecond emission kinetics of the 0.2 wt% TBF-in-PS film in N2 and air are
shown in Figure S12. Here, the emission decay is comparable across all wavelengths and
independent of the atmosphere in which the film is tested. The emission decay is best
described by a multi- exponential decay, dominated by two halftimes, with one
approximately 4 ns and the other around 8 ns (Table S4). This emission decay is also
consistent with that of TBF in solution (Figure S10), which exhibits biexponential decay
on a nanosecond timescale that is indicative of monomer fluorescence (Table S5). In
contrast to the emission of the TBF neat film, the phoshporescence at 630 nm of the 0.2
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wt% TBF-in-PS film is dramatically reduced, further strengthening our assertion that
emission at this wavelength stems from triplet excimers.
The radiative decay of triplet states via phosphorescence is generally slower than
that of singlet states via fluorescence by orders of magnitude.[4] Movies S1 and S2 illustrate
the seconds-timescale emission decay of a 2 wt.% TBF-in-PS film in N2 and in air,
respectively, observed using the experimental setup shown in Figure 5a. In this setup, a
blue laser source is stationary and the sample is displaced during excitation to reveal its
emission, which can be deconvoluted into instantaneous and long-lived components. We
used RGB-deconstruction of time-resolved images of the emission of the film with
displacement (Figure 5b) to produce red-green-blue color coordinates to elucidate the
wavelengths that comprise the instantaneous and long-lived emission.[38] In our
deconvolution scheme, the blue component corresponds solely to the incident laser. Figure
5c shows the green and red coordinates that describe the instantaneous and long-lived
emission. The color coordinates that describe the instantaneous emission of the films (gray
bubble plot) are consistent with the broad wavelength range seen in the steady-state
emission spectra in N2 (Figure 4b). In comparison, the long-lived emission is dominated
by a constant ratio of green/red coordinates of 1.5 ± 0.08. This invariant and tight
distribution of color coordinates stems from emission decay in the wavelength range 554
– 560 nm, having energy 2.21 – 2.24 eV. Interestingly, plotting the long-lived emission
population as a function of displacement from the incident laser indicates that this narrow
wavelength range is also temporally invariant. This deconstruction of the color coordinates
and seconds-timescale emission behavior of TBF-in-PS thus reveal triplet emission at
primarily green wavelengths. At 554 – 560 nm, this emission is intermediate in energy
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relative to the steady-state fluorescence and phosphorescence maxima in Figure 4b – 4d.
The intermediate energy of this dominant long-lived emission strongly indicates that
aggregation of TBF results in an equilibrium condition between populations of singlet and
triplet excimers.
2.5. Mechanism for Excimer-Mediated ISC
In order to improve the operation of solar cells comprising TBF, we must
understand how triplet excimer states form and decay. Our experiments indicate that
isolated TBF molecules are inefficient triplet emitters at room temperature, as evidenced
by the high fluorescence quantum yield of TBF in dilute solution in air (65%).[19] Singlet
states are not inherently oxygen-sensitive; yet the broad TBF neat film emission is
completely quenched in air, suggesting the presence of triplet excimer states and efficient
room-temperature ISC. When TBF is diluted in PS (0.2 wt% films), there is no evidence
of triplet-based emission. In TBF-in-PS films at higher concentrations (2.0 wt%) we
recover air-sensitive, long-lived emission at intermediate and low energies, with intensities
that increase when the extent of TBF aggregation is increased. Given that isolated TBF
molecules are inefficient triplet emitters at room temperature, and TBF lacks heavy atoms
that might enable efficient monomeric ISC, excimer states must facilitate the roomtemperature ISC necessary for TBF neat film emission to be triplet-based. Even in the
absence of strong spin-orbit coupling, the possibility of significant vibrational coupling
between the triplet and singlet excimer manifolds in TBF can explain why ISC occurs
efficiently.[6] It is, however, not clear from Figure 4a alone why the emission of the TBF
neat film is quenched at all wavelengths on exposure to air. We surmise that all of the
excimer states may be triplets, or radiative singlet and triplet excimer states may both be
present in equilibrium, with efficient ISC facilitating singlet excimer quenching. In the
15

latter case, triplet excimer states would serve as long-lived state reservoirs for radiative,
isoenergetic singlet excimer states.
Significantly, the long-lived emission in the 2.0 wt% TBF-in-PS films (Movie S1)
comprises a narrow band of states at intermediate wavelengths (554 – 560 nm) relative to
the instantaneous (steady-state) fluorescence and phosphorescence emission maxima seen
in Figure 4b, respectively. This intense, long-lived emission at intermediate wavelengths
strongly implies the existence of an equilibrium condition between singlet-triplet excimer
states that stems from energy-band splitting. Figure 6 proposes a band splitting scenario
that is consistent with our observations. The energy gap between singlet and triplet states
(ΔEISC) in isolated TBF molecules is estimated to be around 0.4 eV (Figure 4b). Band
splitting is known to occur in molecular dimers[39,40] and such splitting is more pronounced
for the singlet than for the triplet electronic levels. Thus in dimer form, ΔEISC can be
effectively decreased. We propose band splitting of a TBF dimer, as an example of a loworder TBF aggregate, to form isoenergetic singlet and triplet states that enable reversible
ISC. [39,40] In this case, singlet-triplet resonance transfer can be ultrafast, enabling efficient
ISC via excimer states, and exist at energies intermediate to those of the singlet and triplet
states.
2.6. Implications for Organic Photovoltaics
The sub-nanosecond fluorescence decay of TBF neat films at 520 nm in Figure 4e
is evidence of ultrafast conversion of excited TBF singlet states to other species. This
timescale is also consistent with that of triplet state population that we observed via pumpprobe TAS (Figure 3). Interestingly, the emission kinetics for TBF neat films (Table S2)
are wavelength-dependent, with emission decay entirely ultrafast (< 0.2 ns) at short
wavelengths (<565 nm) and entirely long-lived (> 20 µs) at long wavelengths (≥ 600 nm).
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Long-lived emission is not observed at wavelengths < 565 nm, corresponding to an energy
cutoff of 2.2 eV, which is consistent with the energy of the strong emission seen in Figure
6. Figure 7 proposes a Jablonski diagram that is consistent with TBF neat films having
broad, energetically-overlapping singlet- and triplet-excimer states in equilibrium via an
energetically-diverse range of singlet states given band splitting. The singlet and triplet
excimer bands in Figure 7 indicate reversible ISC for excimer states having intermediate
energies, while also allowing for the existence of singlet and triplet excimer states at
higher- and lower-energies that experience irreversible ISC.
Our photophysics study of TBF and TBF/12Cl implies that TBF, as the electron
donor in solar cells, is unable to populate CT states having energy > 2.2 eV without
suffering from severe recombination, as its triplet states, having energies as high as 2.2 eV,
would effectively act as traps preventing photocurrent generation. Conversely, if TBF is
paired with an electron acceptor such that the pair’s CT energy is < 2.2 eV, the triplet
excimer states of TBF can act as excitation reservoirs for efficient charge extraction.
Measurements of the CT state energies of TBF-based devices (Figure S13) by sensitive
EQE spectroscopy[2] reveal the CT states of TBF/C60 and TBF/12Cl to have energies
centered at 1.24 and 1.77 eV, respectively, with the CT band of TBF/12Cl only subtly
visible due to the optical response of the neat constituents. The CT band of TBF/8Cl is
expected to be ≥ 0.3 eV higher than that of the CT band of TBF/12Cl, and cannot be
resolved from the bulk TBF/8Cl EQE response (Figure S13c). But since TBF/8Cl solar
cells exhibit similar fill factors as that of TBF/12Cl solar cells, we believe the CT states of
TBF/8Cl to remain below the threshold of 2.2 eV such that the solar cell experiences a
similar level of recombination as the TBF/12Cl devices.
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Starting with the CT state energy of TBF/12Cl (1.77 eV) and accounting for the
LUMO energy level difference between 12Cl and 4Cl (0.5 eV), we estimate the CT state
energy of TBF/4Cl at ≥ 2.3 eV (Table 2). Consistent with the poor fill factor and weak
spectral responsivity about 509 nm exhibited by TBF/4Cl solar cells, the CT state energy
of TBF/4Cl is likely higher than that of TBF triplet excimers, thereby impeding carrier
generation. This behavior is consistent with the 2.2 eV triplet emission cutoff observed in
TBF neat films (Figure 4e). The Jablonski diagram in Figure 7 includes CT state energies
consistent with solar cells comprising TBF. In this diagram, TBF/4Cl solar cells cannot
efficiently generate charge carriers because the triplet excimers that are rapidly formed on
TBF act as trap states relative to the high-energy CT state of the TBF/4Cl pair. The CT
states of the other donor-acceptor pairs are positioned lower than the resonant triplet energy
states of TBF, thus allowing efficient harvesting of carriers from these reservoirs. Our
interpretation is consistent with the framework presented by Friend et al.,[41] who
demonstrated the role of exciton spin in kinetically controlling electron-hole recombination,
with the relative energies of triplet and charge-transfer states governing energy loss
mechanisms.
The conventional measurement of energy loss in a solar cell is ΔE = ΔEg,min – eVOC,
where e refers to the elementary charge, and Eg,min refers to the absorption onset of the
donor or acceptor, whichever is the smallest, and in our case TBF (Eg,min = 2.4 eV).[19] For
TBF/12Cl and TBF/8Cl solar cells, ΔE = 0.94 eV and 0.77 eV, respectively (Table 2). Here,
ΔE can be divided into three contributions: a loss that is related to the energy offset that is
required for exciton separation, ΔECS; a loss that is linked to intrinsic non-radiative
recombination, ΔENR; and a loss that is related to intersystem crossing in TBF, ΔEISC.
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Analysis of the report by Nelson et al. in 2012 suggests that the minimum combined energy
loss in singlet-based devices for ΔECS and ΔENR is 0.66 eV.[15] However, ΔE for TBF/8Cl
solar cells is 0.77 eV and includes a ΔEISC term that must be ≥ 0.2 eV given the triplet
emission cutoff (2.2 eV) and Eg,min (2.4 eV) of TBF neat films. Thus, we infer that ΔECS
and/or ΔENR in TBF/8Cl solar cells to be smaller than is typically expected.
A recent report by Vandewal et. al[42] indicates that non-radiative voltage losses,
ΔENR, decrease with increasing CT state energies. The CT state energies of TBF/12Cl and
TBF/8Cl are 1.77 eV and approximately 2.1 eV, respectively, with the latter based on the
LUMO energy level difference between 12Cl and 8Cl because the CT state of TBF/8Cl is
not clearly observable via sensitive EQE (Figure S13). Extrapolating from the work of
Vandewal et al.,[42] our CT measurements and estimations of TBF-based devices suggest
that TBF/12Cl and TBF/8Cl solar cells should benefit from low non-radiative losses of <
250 meV.
In optimized near-UV solar cells, aggregate-induced ultrafast charge separation and
high-energy CT states can give rise to very low ΔECS and ΔENR losses, respectively. Further,
if triplet states function as reservoirs instead of traps, i.e., if ΔEISC is minimized, we should
access yet higher VOC with wide bandgap donor-acceptor pairs. For selective harvesting of
near-UV wavelengths, the 2.4 eV Eg,min of TBF is lower than the ideal bandgap for
capturing the low-energy edge of near-UV light (400 nm; corresponding to a bandgap of
2.9 – 3.0 eV). With a VOC of 1.63 V, the TBF/8Cl pair exhibits a total energy loss of only
0.77 eV, despite an ΔEISC loss of at least 0.2 eV. Taking into account energy gains from
higher optical bandgaps and a small ΔEISC, we predict that OPVs optimized for near-UV
light harvesting could achieve VOC as high as 2.2 – 2.6 V.
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3. Conclusions
To build on this work and design OPV solar cells with yet higher VOC, we must
further study the coexistence of dominant ISC and excimer formation, and the role of
aggregation-induced ISC in exciton formation and decay. That ISC dominates photocurrent
generation via TBF complicates an evaluation of the minimum LUMOD-LUMOA offset
energy required for effective charge separation in TBF devices. Both TBF/12Cl and
TBF/8Cl devices experience a similar level of recombination, despite the latter having a
CT state that is only approximately 0.1 eV lower in energy than the highest-lying triplet
state (2.2 eV). We therefore speculate that a small driving force (ΔECS ≈ 0.1 eV) may be
sufficient for charge separation in TBF-based devices. Because triplet excimers result in
ultrafast CT and charge separation, we further surmise that the entropic gain via CT state
delocalization is the main driver of exciton dissociation and generation of free charges.
This interpretation is consistent with literature detailing photogeneration of carriers with
small driving forces,[43] and also with recent work by Friend et al.[44] that revealed entropic
gain as the driver for ultrafast charge separation in fullerene aggregates. Here, a nonplanar
aromatic molecule lacking heavy atoms – which otherwise is an efficient fluorescent
emitter – exhibits triplet reservoir states exclusively on molecule aggregation, indicating
the pivotal influence of nanoscale morphology on device optoelectronic performance.
4. Experimental Section
Molecular semiconductors TBF, 4Cl, 8Cl, 12Cl: TBF (or cTBFDBC; contorted
tetrabenzofuranyldibenzocoronene; dibenzo(3,4:9,10)benzo(4',5')furan(3',2':5,6)benzo(4',5')furan(2',3':7,8)benzo(4',5')furan-(3',2':11,12)coroneno(1,2-b)benzofuran) was
synthesized according to previously reported methods[19]. Carbon tetrabromide (99%),
triisopropyl phosphite (95%), tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0) (97%), 220

Dicyclohexylphosphino2’,6’-dimethoxybiphenyl (SPhos, %), potassium phosphate
tribasic (≥ 98%), 2-benzofuranylboronic acid MIDA ester (97%), anhydrous
dichloromethane (99.9%), dioxane (99.5%), iodine (≥ 99.8%), and propylene oxide (≥
99%) were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as-received. Dichloromethane and
toluene were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used as-received. 8Cl (or 8Cl-cHBC;
1,3,6,8,13,15,18,20-octachlorotrinaphtho(1,2,3,4-fgh:1’,2’,3’,4’-pqr:1”,2”,3”,4”za1b1)trinaphthylene) and 12Cl (or 12Cl-cHBC; 1,3,6,7,8,13,14,15,18,19,20dodecachlorotrinaptho(1,2,3,4-fgh:1’,2’,3’,4’-pqr:1”,2”,3”,4”-za1b1)trinapthylene) were
synthesized according to previously reported methods[20]. 4Cl (or 4Cl-cHBC; 6,11,18,23‐
tetrachlorotrinaphtho[1,2,3,4‐fgh:1’,2’,3’,4’‐ pqr:1”,2”,3”,4”‐za1b1]trinaphthylene) was
synthesized using a similar method, as detailed in Supporting Information.
Bis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(II) dichloride (≥ 99.99%), potassium carbonate
(99+%), and 3,5-dichlorophenylboronic acid (98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as-received. 3,4,5-trichlorophenylboronic acid (AstaTech, 98%) was used asreceived.
Thin-film preparation and characterization: C60 (99.5%, NanoC) and TBF were
purified once via horizontal physical-vapor transport with Ar (99.999%, Airgas) as the
inert carrier gas. 4Cl, 8Cl, and 12Cl were purified via recrystallization in toluene. Thin
films of TBF, 4Cl, 8Cl, 12Cl, and C60 were thermally evaporated at a rate of 1 Å/s in a
chamber with a pressure < 2x10-6 Torr. Absorption spectra of thin films of TBF, 4Cl, 8Cl,
12Cl, C60 on glass slides were collected on an Agilent Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR
spectrophotometer. The active layers of solar cells comprised 23 nm of TBF, with either
17 nm of 4Cl, 8Cl, or 12Cl, or 40 nm of C60. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
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(UPS) and inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES) measurements were performed at
room temperature, in a dedicated ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure of <
2x10-10 Torr. 10-nm thick films of 4Cl were evaporated in a thermal evaporator located in
a nitrogen-filled glovebox and transported to the measurement vacuum system in
nitrogen. UPS was performed using a Specs gas discharge lamp operating with helium,
yielding Helium I photons at 21.22 eV. The energy resolution in UPS was 0.15
eV. IPES was performed in isochromat mode using a home-built setup[46] with an energy
resolution of 0.45 eV.
Solar cell fabrication and testing: MoO3 (99.97%, Sigma-Aldrich) and
bathocuproine (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as-received. Glass substrates (23 mm
x 27 mm) pre-patterned with an ITO strip 7.5 mm wide and 23 mm long (20 Ω/square,
TFD, Inc.) were cleaned by sonication in deionized water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol
and dried with nitrogen. The substrates were then immediately transferred to a nitrogen
glovebox for sequential evaporation of device layers. MoO3 and bathocuproine (BCP)
layers were each 5 nm thick, deposited at 1 Å/s. After deposition of BCP, 60 nm of Al
(99.999%, Kurt J. Lesker) was evaporated through patterned masks at a rate of 2 Å/s to
define an active area of 0.18 cm2. The devices were placed under AM1.5G 100 mW/cm2
illumination in as nitrogen-filled glovebox and the current density-voltage (J-V)
characteristics were acquired with a Keithley 2400. J-V and external quantum efficiency
(EQE) measurements were performed using a 300 W Xenon arc lamp (Newport Oriel),
with filtered monochromatic light from a Cornerstone 260 1/4 M double grating
monochromator (Newport 74125) for the EQE measurements in Figure 1f. A Newport
calibrated photodetector (model 71582) served as the reference cell.
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We fabricated and tested 24 TBF/4Cl devices. Cells having active area 0.18 cm2
were encapsulated in a nitrogen-filled glovebox using a glass-on-glass architecture and
DELO-KATIOBOND LP686 solvent-free epoxy. The cells remained in the glovebox
overnight to ensure full curing of the epoxy before they were brought out to the ambient.
Sensitive EQE to determine charge-transfer (CT) state energy: External quantum
efficiency measurements were performed using a Newport TLS-300X tunable light
source system. Spectral response was measured under short-circuit conditions using a
Stanford Research Systems SR570 current preamplifier and SR830 lock-in amplifier. A
Newport calibrated Si photodetector served as the reference cell. Background white light
was provided by a set of standard 5 mm LEDs with a diffuser to improve uniformity, and
background red light was provided by a commercial laser pointer with λ = 650 ± 10 nm.
For each curve shown in Figure S7, the "light" scan is compared against a "dark" scan
performed immediately beforehand, in order to exclude drift in the signal over time.
Samples for spectroscopic measurements: Identical samples were prepared for
each spectroscopy measurement: one in nitrogen atmosphere and one exposed to air. TBF
neat and polystyrene films were prepared and encapsulated between glass substrates with
solvent-free epoxy in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. The films measured in air were also
completed with a glass-on-glass architecture using minimal epoxy applied at the four
corners of each sample to mirror the N2 samples while maintaining constant exposure to
air. TBF in polystyrene (TBF-in-PS) solutions were prepared in glass vials with either odichlorobenzene (o-DCB) or carbon disulfide (CS2) and 300 kDa polystyrene (from Prof.
Register, Department of Chemical & Biological Engineering, Princeton University). The
TBF-in-PS solutions were stirred overnight on a hotplate (600 rpm, 60 ºC). The solutions
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were sonicated for 15 minutes and then filtered (0.45 µm PTFE) immediately prior to
drop-casting onto glass substrates preheated to 45 ºC (CS2) or 110 ºC (o-DCB).
Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS): The 800 nm output of a 1 kHz, 45 fs
LIBRA Ti:Sapphire amplified system (Coherent Inc.) was split into two beams. The first
portion was sent into an optical parametric amplifier, OPerA Solo (Coherent Inc.) to give
pump pulses of ~70 fs centered at 510 nm (or 435 nm if applicable). The second smaller
portion was sent into a Helios transient absorption spectrometer (Ultrafast Systems) and
focused into a 3 mm Sapphire crystal for whitelight continuum generation. Narrowband
pump and broadband probe pulses were focused and overlapped on the sample surface
with beam polarizations at a magic-angle condition. The beam diameter (pulse energy
drops by 1/e2 ≈ 13.5 %) on the sample was approximately 910 µm for the 510-nm pump
pulse and approximately 780 µm for the 435-nm pump pulse. The probe pulse diameter
was about 310 µm. The transmitted probe light was focused into an optical fiber
connected to a detector. Difference absorption spectra (A) were calculated in real time
by chopping every second pump pulse to alternatingly measure a probepump-on and
probepump-off spectrum. Spectra for each scan were averaged for 0.4 seconds before
changing the arrival time of pump and probe using an automated translation stage.
Spectra were collected at pump-probe delays of -4 to 5000 ps.
Multiple scans were averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and the data
was corrected for background and chirp using the SURFACE XPLORER (Ultrafast
Systems) analysis software. The first pump-probe delay invoked in data interpretation
was 200 fs to avoid contribution from artifacts due to pump-probe overlap. No sample
degradation was observed throughout the experiment, verified by comparing scans prior
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to averaging and absorption measurements before and after each experiment. The
excitation energy per pulse was 0.2 and 0.1 µJ at 510 nm giving a fluence of 29 and 14
µJ/cm2 with an optical density of 0.15 coming from a combined donor thickness of 20 nm
with each layer being 5 nm thick (D/A/D/A/D/A/D). Artifacts above 550 nm, stemming
from interference due to the encapsulating glass slides, were removed for aesthetic
purposes using a binomial fit procedure. Kinetic traces are shown as measured.
Steady-state photoluminescence spectroscopy: Emission spectra were collected on
a QuantaMaster 400 spectrofluorometer (Horiba) using an integration sphere. The optical
density was < 0.08 at the excitation wavelength (450 nm). Each spectrum was corrected
for the wavelength dependence of the detector and grating efficiency. Additionally, a
blank reference, comprising two-glass slides (and neat polystyrene film if applicable),
was measured as reference and for baseline correction. The excitation slits were adjusted
between 4 and 9 nm, while the emission slits were adjusted between 3 and 8 nm.
Each value reported in Table 1 is the average of 3-5 independent measurements.
The error is given as 1 (1 standard deviation). We attribute the higher quantum yield
measured in air as opposed to N2 for 0.2 wt% TBF-in-PS to optical losses along the
epoxy-encapsulated perimeter due to light absorption by the epoxy.
Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC): Sub-nanosecond fluorescence
decays were recorded using the TCSPC technique (Delta Flex, Horiba) and the same
samples as for the steady-state emission experiments. Excitation was performed at 406
nm (Delta-Diode, DD-405L) with an instrument response function (IRF) of approx. 200
ps and an optical density of the samples < 0.2. The emission was collected using slit
widths between 1 and 16 nm. For each measurement, a color filter (> 430 nm) was
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introduced in the emission path to prevent scattering light reaching the photomultiplier
detector. Measurements with a blank sample under these conditions gave a zero baseline.
The repetition rate of the laser pulses was varied between 50 kHz and 2 MHz to account
for re-excitation of triplet molecules if applicable. All emission decays were deconvolved
with the IRF and analyzed using the Delta Flex software package. All experiments were
carried out at the magic-angle condition.
Photographs/Videos of delayed emission: The N2-encapsulated sample from
Figure 3f was excited at 406 nm at 50 MHz (Delta-Diode, DD-405L) and displaced in a
direction normal to the incident laser. Deconstruction of photographs into RGB
coordinates was carried out in ImageJ using the Color Inspector 3D (v2.3) plug-in.[47]
Because the B contributions are solely attributed to the laser excitation, the B coordinate
(0 – 265) from Figure 4c has been linearly converted to intensity (0 – 1) in Figure 4d.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Figure 1. a, Energy levels of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals of a series of contorted hexabenzocoronene derivatives (cTBFDBC, or “TBF”;
4Cl-, 8Cl-, and 12Cl-cHBC) and C60 as determined by ultraviolet photoelectron and inverse
photoelectron spectroscopies, respectively, with respect to the vacuum energy level (EVAC).
b, Normalized absorption spectra of thin films of TBF (green), 4Cl (yellow), 8Cl (red),
12Cl (blue), and C60 (black). Data in Fig. 1a-b for TBF, 8Cl, 12Cl, and C60 films were
reported previously[16,19] and are shown here for comparison with 4Cl films.
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Figure 2. a, J-V characteristics of TBF/4Cl (yellow), TBF/8Cl (red), TBF/12Cl (blue), and
TBF/C60 (black) planar-heterojunction solar cells. b, Open-circuit voltage (VOC, y1, circles) and fill
factor (FF, y2, squares) of organic solar cells as a function of the LUMO energy level of the electron
acceptor. c, External quantum efficiency spectra of solar cells whose J-V characteristics are shown
in Fig. 2a. Data in Fig. 2a-c for TBF/8Cl, TBF/12Cl, and TBF/C60 solar cells were reported
previously[16,19] and are shown here for comparison with TBF/4Cl solar cells.
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Figure 3. a-d, Transient absorption spectra and selected kinetics recorded after photoexcitation of
TBF at 510 nm in neat TBF (a, c) and TBF/12Cl (b, d) films in N2 and in air. Black arrows direct
the eye to annotated ground-state bleach (GSB), stimulated emission, and photoinduced absorption
(PIA) features. The kinetics are best represented by multi-exponential fits using 4-5 exponents. The
absorbance at the excitation wavelength is 0.15 with pulse energies of 200 nJ, corresponding to a
fluence of approximately 29 µJ/cm2.
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Figure 4. a-d, Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra of TBF films tested in N2
and in air: as-evaporated amorphous TBF films (a), 2 wt% TBF in a polystyrene (PS) matrix
processed from o-DCB and annealed at 110 ºC (b), 2 wt% TBF-in-PS matrix processed from CS2
and annealed at 45 ºC (c), and 0.2 wt% TBF-in-PS matrix processed from CS2 and annealed at 45
ºC (d). e-f, Time-correlated single-photon counting measurements for TBF neat films in N2 (e) and
2 wt% TBF-in-PS matrix process from o-DCB and annealed at 110 ºC (f).
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Figure 5. a, Experimental setup to observe the long-lived emission of TBF in a polystyrene matrix
whose data are quantified in Figure 3b in N2. The sample was excited with 407 nm pulses at 50
MHz and displaced in a direction normal to the incident laser. b, Photograph taken as the film is
displaced showing the instantaneous and delayed components of emission. c, Bubble plots of the
instantaneous and long-lived components of emission of TBF-in-PS matrix deconstructed as RGB
coordinates. d, A plot of the ratio of green/red pixels from Fig. 4c versus displacement from the
incident laser including the equivalent wavelength range (λ) and energy of the photoluminescence.
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Figure 6. Illustration of excimer levels (Exc.) facilitating singlet (1Mon) to triplet (3Mon)
intersystem-crossing (ISC). The larger splitting for singlet levels in a dimer compared to its triplet
splitting effectively decreases the ISC energy gap and can make the singlet and triplet levels
isoenergetic in the excimer. The delocalization of electron density on more than one molecular unit
loosens the spin restriction in the singlet excimer, leading to an excimer equilibrium of singlet and
triplet spin orientations.[45]
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Figure 7. Jablonski diagram for exciton decay that is consistent with our experimental observations.
The charge transfer state energies (ECT) of TBF/8Cl and TBF/4Cl active layers were estimated from
the measured ECT of the TBF/12Cl active layer and the difference in LUMO energy levels between
12Cl neat films and those of 8Cl and 4Cl, respectively.
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Table 1. Integrated emission quantum yield, Φem, of TBF neat films and TBF dispersed in
polystyrene excited at 405 nm. Values are given in percentages.
Integrated emission quantum yield, Φem [%]
Neat film

2 wt% TBF-in-PS (Figure 4b)

0.2 wt% TBF-in-PS

N2

4.9 ± 0.5

46.0 ± 2.1

66.7 ± 5.5

Air

0.7 ± 0.3

33.4 ± 2.6

77.6 ± 3.8
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Table 2. Energy terms characteristic of TBF active layers and solar cells. Here, ΔE is the sum of
ΔEISC, ΔECS, and ΔENR. We estimate ΔEISC to be ≥ 0.2 eV. The charge transfer state energies (ECT)
of TBF/8Cl and TBF/4Cl active layers were estimated from the measured ECT of the TBF/12Cl
active layer and the difference in LUMO energy levels between 12Cl neat films and those of 8Cl
and 4Cl, respectively.
eVOC [eV]

ΔE = Eg,min - eVOC [eV]

ΔECS + ΔENR [eV]

ECT [eV]a)

TBF/12Cl

1.46

0.94

≤ 0.74

1.77

TBF/8Cl

1.63

0.77

≤ 0.57

2.1

TBF/4Cl
a)

1.73

0.67

--

2.3

The charge transfer state energies (ECT) of TBF/8Cl and TBF/4Cl active layers were estimated
from the measured ECT of the TBF/12Cl active layer and the difference in LUMO energy levels
between 12Cl neat films and those of 8Cl and 4Cl, respectively.
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Organic solar cells having open-circuit voltages above 1.6 V and charge-transfer states above
2 eV are observed to harvest excitons exclusively through population of triplet states. Further,
ultrafast intersystem crossing is facilitated by aggregation of a nonplanar, heavy-atom-free
aromatic molecular semiconductor, indicating that nanoscale morphology can dramatically alter
the role of triplet states in optoelectronic devices.
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